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Thank you for taking the time to hear our concerns about the future of
small agriculture in MT. I am not a lawyer or paid lobbyist. To say that
appearing here is not in my comfort zone is an understatement, plus
it is a pretty long morning drive from Polson to get to Helena so
please excuse my lack of polished presentation. I am here to
represent my husband and myself and an expanding group of
concerned small orchard and vineyard owners/operators. (l drew the
short straw). lwas told I have 15 minutes so I am going to talk fast.
My name is Deb Carstensen a co-owner of Diving Dog Vineyard. I
am a fourth generation Montanan. I come from a blue collar working
class family and it is has always been my dream to live on the shores

of Flathead Lake. 20 years ago my husband and I saved a
ramshackle lake place two steps ahead of the wrecking ball and have
been slowly making improvements to our property ourselves ever
since. ln 2013 we purchased the lot adjacent to our property for the
purpose of creating a retirement produce business. A key component
of our business plan was to obtain Agricultural Tax Classification of
our properties to free funds required to invest in, build and maintain
that business. We sought recommendations from local orchardists,
grape growers and representatives from the Lake and Flathead
County DOR.
We had originally considered planting a cherry orchard, however,
after researching viable crops found late producing cherry varieties
being introduced in Oregon and Washington could ultimately hurt our
local market. Therefore, we looked at ways to diversify production to
generate a higher level of reliable, qualifying income.
Our research led us to an option of growing cold-resistant hybrid wine
grapes. We found a ready and motivated market for Montana-grown
grapes.

During the construction and planting process, we were inspected by
several times by the Lake County DOR and in June of 2014 were
found to be in compliance with existing law and were granted the
agricultural classification so needed to allow us to continue
investment.

At no time in our conversations, email exchanges, etc. with the Lake
County Department of Revenue were we ever alerted to pending
rules changes that would nullify our propefi from future
consideration as a viable agricultural operation. We were told we
were required at the end of a five-year grace period to document
$1,500 of annual production revenue regardless of product to
continue to qualify. Thus, we moved forward with extensive
investment and sweat equity to build our business in 2014.
ln 2015 word came our application documenting the second-year
grace period had been rejected based on a DOR acreage
requirement. We subsequently found the DOR also denied
Agricultural Tax Classification to another vineyard owner: Don
Goodspeed and Bill & Jane Yeager (small orchard owners) stipulating
the same acreage requirement. While we prepared an appeal to this
decision, our case was mysteriously dropped while the Yeager's and
Don Goodspeed took their cases to the State Tax Appeal Board. ln
both cases the DOR resoundingly lost when it was shown no such
acreage requirement exists under state statue or internal DOR
regulations. (See the Yeager, Goodspeed, and Beyer-Ward cases on
the MTAB website).

This is about the time when the DOR turned 180 degrees from
decades of supporting and encouraging orchards and vineyards as
they pulled the five-year grace period allowing orchards and
vineyards time for their crops to come to maturity. As a side note to
the subject, it is interesting that just a few months ago a new vineyard
owner in the Bitterroot Valley told us that his vineyard had recently
qualified for an Ag exemption and that he was given the S-year grace
period. lf this is indeed true, why is it that Flathead growers are
denied this grace period? The DOR also pulled the 1OOtree or 12O
vine requirement for an unknown reason, and thus the recently
coined notion that all you need is a tree in the ground is catchy but

disingenuous and deceptive. For decades it has been clear that, at a
minimum, you needed at least 100 trees for an orchard or 120 vines
to qualify.

DOR's Orchard Qualification handout
The DOR handed out this sheet to guide people who were interested
in putting in an orchard or vineyard because they were part of the
DOR rules. As you can see those rules required a minimum number
of plantings that obviously need sufficient, but not specifically
specified, acreage for proper spacing, etc. Note all the other
requirements. The 100 tree minimum was in the DOR rules until last
Fallwhen the DOR decided on its own to repeal them claiming they
had to because of the MTAB rulings in the three Lake County cases
DOR lost when trying to unlawfully "legislate" a minimum of one acre
for an orchard/vineyard. THE 100 TREE MINIMUM AND THE 5
YEAR PROVISIONAL AG CLASSIFICTION, which was also
repealed, WERE NOT EVEN AT ISSUE lN THE MTAB CASES and
the DOR essentially eliminated them on their own accord.
Based on DOR having their hands slapped by the State Tax Appeal
Board the DOR further proceeded to craft three bills which they called
"housekeeping" measures to create this "acreage requirement',
increase agricultural income requirements and raise the tax base for
agricultural residences. lt was shown through exhibit and testimony
the falsehood of the DOR's claim of these being house-keeping
matters, but were in fact attempts through legislation to aftack, deny
or withdraw agricultural tax classification to many small Ag producers,
myself included. Fortunately, none of these bills were successful in
passing in the last legislative session.

It was by sheer accident that we learned, virtually at the last moment,
of HB 29 last session. The topic in that bill, along with its companion
"dead "HB's 27 and 28, after being studied in the previous interim and

allof which being killed last session, show unsurprising legislative
resiliency by showing up again in this study bill, HJR 22. A skeptic
would call it a waste of legislative, DOR, and public time, resources
and money.

There are two types of proper$ that appear to be at issue here in
HJR 22-(a) producing small Ag orchards and vineyards and (b) 20
to 160 acres that are non- producing. My comments are solely
directed at the first one-small Ag orchards and vineyards.
It should be apparent this is primarily a Lake County and Flathead
County issue but other counties, mainly, but not completely, in

Western Montana (Missoula, Ravalli, Sanders, Mineral)which have
significant grape-growing potential and economic upside may also be
impacted. Or is it, based on what we were told by new vineyard
owner down the Bitterroot in October? Are Lake and Flathead
counties, and in particular lakeshore properties, the sole target of this
treatment by the DOR??
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One thing that needs to be addressed relates to the DOR's prejudicial
flashing of aerial photos of neighboring properties on Flathead Lake
at the lnterim Committee hearings last September and in 20'1 5 with
the implication some "equity concern" among the neighbors needs to
be solved. Montana law and regulations clearly state it is the USE of

the property not who the neighbor is, or what the neighbors choose to
do or not do with their propefi that determines its classification. The
neighbors in these photos allcould put in and work a 1O0-tree
orchard, for example, but for whatever reason (probably because it
takes a lot of work and expense) they chose not to. lt is like having a
commercial property (taxed) next to a church (exempt from property
tax). The property owners chose their respective uses and are taxed
or not taxed accordingly.
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Before I address the topics in my invite here, it would be helpful to
take a quick look at our 1973 Montana Constitution, Article Xll,
Section 1. AGRICULTURE. lt unequivocally states "the legislature
shall.... enact laws ...to protect, enhance, and develop all
agriculture." lt says, "Protect, enhance and develop" ALL Ag,-n61
"some", not "with the exception of orchards and vineyards on
lakeshore properties in some counties" or, not just "big Ag
operations"---'ALL'.
It doesn't take a lawyer to make a compelling argument that the DOR

apparently took the constitutional mandate to "PROTECT, ENHANCE
AND DEVELOP ALL AGRICULTURE", a bit more seriously for
decades uplo2014 than it has since then.
It is of interest that our research into the proceedings of the last

lnterim Committee, this present lnterim Committee, and the 2017
legislative activities on HB's 27,28,29 and HJR22 there is not a
single reference, direct or indirect, to this clear, important, and
relevant constitutional mandate

will now address the points raised in the set forth in my "invite' to
participate in this meeting.
I

The invite states: "The specific topic of interest to the committee is "
how to determine whether property is part of a bona fide agricultural
operation' and goes on to add "whether that varies based on, and
then lists various subtopics.
BONA FIDE AG OPERATION - There is an easy answer with
respect to orchards and vineyards. As the issue is stated at the
outset, the answer seems fairly obvious and logically should end any
further discussion about "whether property is part of a bona fide
agricultural operation" if it is a producing orchard or vineyard. DOR
Administrative Rule 42.2O.601(7) states: "'Bona fide agricultural
operation' is an agricultural enterprise in which the land actually
produces agricultural crops defined in 15-1-101 MCA that directly
contribute agricultural income to a functional agricultural business."
This seems pretty straightforward.
Unlike the 20-160 acre NON-PRODUCING parcels (the other.
properties which seem to be mainly the object of HJR 22), AS
classified orchards and vineyards do what orchards and vineyards
do-produce fruit which produce "agricultural income". These
orchards and vineyards are "bona fide agricultural operations" under
even the most twisted interpretation of the above rule and Montana
law.
But, continuing on with the bullet points, AGAIN FROM THE SOLE
VANTAGE POINT OF ORCHARDS AND VINEYARDS.

ACREAGE - I have all ready spoken about the need of space for
crops and this area varies based on the crop in question and
husbandry practices so I will not say more here other than to point out
a "one-size fits all" rule for all crop types and required minimum
acreage is illogical and counter-productive.
TYPE OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AND INCOME
DERIVED FROM THE_PBqPER'IY: ln our area, there have been
production and sales of huge volumes of fruit for years from orchards-- and vineyard operations are growing significantly and will continue
to grow if we can get the DOR off our backs. Anyone who has been
in the Flathead in the summer knows about production with sale
destinations locally (fruit stands, farmers markets, and schools, for

example), in Montana, the U.S, and overseas and all resulting in
agricultural income.

Unlike the other issue (the 20-160 acres in Ag classification with no
production), specialty crops under 20 acres have always had an
agricultural income requirement ($1,500, similar to neighboring
States) and it works well.
The other side of this coin which no on seems to want to discuss or
focus on is the huge amount of money on the expense side of
orchard/vineyard operations that is injected into the local and
Montana economy on an annual basis. lt can cost tens ofthousands
of dollars to put in an orchard (fencing, planting, irrigation systems,
land prep, equipment costs, etc.) and a significant annual expense
outlay to maintain the Ag operations-such as spraying, weed
control, mowing, pruning, harvesting, marketing and selling, storage,
more equipment purchases, annual irrigation upkeep and other
appropriate husbandry practices. Virtually allthis money is spent
locally.
THE PROPERTY'S PROXIMIIY TO A -CITY - Because of the unique
climate and growing conditions around Flathead Lake, most of the
orchard/vineyard Ag activity is here in rural settings and not close to
any major city. Polson, Bigfork and Kalispell are the nearest towns.
SERVICES AVAILABLE TO THE PROPERTY - This is relevant to
the typical orchard/vineyard operation in that there are virtually no
government-supplied services. Few, if any, of these operations are
close enough to be hooked up to city water/sewer. Water is provided
from wells or from the lake. lndividual septic systems are the.norm.
Where I live, Finley Point Road is plowed if it snows in the winter but
not because of my or others' orchard/vineyard property-it is because
people live in this rural area. The road gets a cosmetic patch job
about once a year but it hasn't been resurfaced or paved in recent
memory. Same with school buses----the bus comes out here to
transport the few school-age children to Polson. Once in a while you
may see a sheriffs car-but not frequently. Rural fire departments,
like the Finley Point or Rollins Fire Departments are located at
various places around the area. Electric service is from the S&K

Tribe-Mission Valley Power and, like the phone service, is subject to
storm outages, sometimes longer than one would expect. Depending
on location around the lake, residents are at least lzhour to an hour
plus away from ambulance and hospital services.
ln closing, I would like to say a few words in the "Be careful what you
wish for'' department. Over the last several years, the targeting of
small Ag orchards and vineyards appears from our vantage to have
had a one-sided, shortsighted, "shoot from the hip" approach. For
example, some of it has, quite predictably, been found unlawful by
the MTAB and, surprisingly, often erroneously mischaracterized as a
"simple housekeeping" bill (remember the hearings on HB 29)-where it was anything but. I have not been able to check, but I
strongly doubt that the sabre rattling in last session and the last
lnterim about DOR about to be swamped with new applications for Ag
classification has even remotely occurred.
It does not appear that, in the quest for more property tax revenue
from small Ag, the government officials, including at the local level
and the DOR, have thought about longer-term consequences. Our
research indicates the original law in 1985 setting up the parameters
for small Ag operations was actually done in the backdrop of the
rampant, somewhat uncontrolled subdivision development in
Montana in the late 70's and early 80's. lt was as much a land-use
planning effort as anything to slow the subdivision threat by
encouraging property owners with smaller than 20 acre parcels to be
able to do an Ag business as opposed to being incentivized to sell to
the subdivision crowd. The law was also passed clearly with a full

understanding and appreciation of Montana's Constitution Article Xll,
Sectionl (1), discussed above, mandating support of agriculture. Such
support for retaining agricultural use of small parcels was also written
into the zoning regulations governing Finley Point.
Arguably, making it more difficult or worse, impossible to continue
small-orchard operations or maybe start a vineyard, particularly in the
unique micro climate of the Flathead, falls right in the trap of
potentially more subdivision development because landowners in
certain areas, such as rural orchard/vineyard operations around the
lake, would have a strong incentive to break up their orchard
properties and sell them. Over the years, there has been a

documented concern about increasing pollution of the pristine waters
of Flathead Lake-including concern from additional land
development and associated septic systems on the East shore whose
effluents would easily find their way into the lake. There and on Finley
Point are where many of these orchard/Ag operations are located.
Further, I believe there is also a strong argument that having the
DOR orchard qualification regulations (100 tree minimum and 5 year
provisional Ag classification) in place at the time of 1989 "Big Freeze"
which killed most of the trees in orchards around Flathead was of
significant importance in encouraging replanting the orchards and
keeping the Ag provisional qualification for the property owners while
the trees matured. Without an ability to keep the Ag qualification
while new trees mature, the orchard owners would have had an
incentive to subdivide the land particularly along the East shore and
Finley Point and do just what our legislature was trying to avoid in
passing the original smallAg law in 1985.
Thank you again for allowing me to present our group's concerns and
research. While a few documents (Positive Effects of Small Farms
and lnformation on Grapes and Small Specialty Crop Agricultural
Businesses) are attached to this document l've provided today, we
have extensive research documenting in more detail many of the
points raised.
ln closing: There is evidence Montana's wine industry is expanding.
ln 2003 Montana produced 1000 gallons of wine, in 2016 it increased
to about 35,000 gallons. Most grapes for wine currently made in
Montana come from out of state sources, mainly Washington. Today
about 16 wineries are operating in Montana with only a few producing
wine from Montana grown grapes and fruit. The success of
Montana's wine grape and fruit industry is dependent on expanding
fruit production for wineries.

\

This is East Shore Red is made in Montana by Bitterroot Hidden
Legend winery from our Diving Dog Vineyard Marquette Grapes. lt is
marketed by Super One Foods in Polson and Kalispell and is a good
example of value added tax for Montana's coffers.

thank you again for letting me be heard. I think it's important to add
a human face to this process. Please remember, you're not just
raising money here, you have the potential to hurt people, hurt me.
I

lnformation on Grapes and Small Specialty Crop Agricultural Businesses
November 2017

My Personal Story:
presenting this information as a private citizen, I have my own vineyard on Finley Point and just
licensed a bonded winery in July in Polson where I also have a small orchard. I have worked for the
USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service for almost 35 years. I have specialized in orchards and
vineyards out of the Ronan office since 2003. My emphasis over the last several years has been vineyard
I am

management working with vineyards trom Eureka to Hamilton. I helped establish the Montana Grape
and Winery Association and am their technical advisor,

lntroduction:
ASricultural land tax exemption requirements for small orchard, vineyard, vetetable and other specialty
crop production have seen many changes recently due to Department of Revenue rulemakings aimed at
orchards. These then led to the Montana State Tax Appeal Board's decisions supporting the landowners
and now further DOR rulemakings. The recent agricultural exemption changes affected all of Montana's
small agricultural producers in many ways, not iust those around the shores of Flathead Lake.
Specialty crop enterprises allow small agricultural producers to supplement their annual income which
adds significantly to Montana's economy. I work with several small Ag produceE trying to earn a living

from the land to support their families. These hard working citizens produce enough off small parcels,
often less than an acre, to generate thousands of dollars of income.

The following information highlights a few topics of the wine grape specialty crop industry in

Montana. Cold hardy grape wine production probably has one of the laryest potential for growth of
all specialty crop induitries in Montana.
Cold Hardy Grape Research Trials, 2Ol2-20L4:
Pat Mcclynn, Flathead County Extension Agent, secured a grant in 2012 to research cold hardy grape
varieties for use in western Montana, The research study confirmed that many areas in Montana are

suitable to growing cold hardy grapes. See Grape Trials Poster attached.
The Montana Grap€ and winery Association (MGWA) was formed in 2015 as a result of the grape
research trials in which several growers and wineries were involved with, The MGWA helps direct
development of a home grown grape and wine industry in Montana including co-sponsorship of the
USDA Specialty Crop Block Grant mentioned

below.

See

M6WA poster attached.

There were roughly 20 vineyards prior to 2012 when the grape trials started and in just over 5-6 years
there are over 50 today, at least 40 of commercial significance.

USDA Specialty Crop Block Grant (SCBG) Awarded in 2017:

The western MT Ag Experiment Station in Corvallis, in partnership with MGWA, was awarded a
S120,U)O grant to research cold hardy grape water use and stress in order to grow the best quality

fruit

possible. The prolect runs for three years which started in October 2017 and expects to develop best
management practices for quality grape production in Montana. The grant will also analy:e small fruit
varieties in producing quality wines.

Montana's home-grown wine industry is expanding:
ln 2003 Montana produced 1fiD gallons of wine, in 2015 it increased to about 35,0(X) gallons where
Montana now ranks 4oth in US wine production. Most grapes for wine currently made in Montana
come from out of state sources, mainly Washington, Today about 16 wineries are operating in Montana
with only a few producing wine from Montana grourn grapes and fruit. The success of Montana's wine
grape and fruit industry is dependent on expanding fruit production for wineries.

Two key issues relating to grape and wine production in Montana:
Case for

the s-year Establishment Rule for Ag Exemption:

l'm using the example of cold hardy wine grape production, but other specialty crops such as apple,
cherry or other fruit orchards, haskap or other perennial berry production also relate. Growing grapes
in Montana requires significant infrastructure investment and several yearc of labor and expense
nurturing vines to start producing a marketable product. Eliminating the 5 year establishment rule has
already discouraged several vineyards from starting.
Grapes require trellising, about $1G15,000/acre; add site prep, irrigation, deer/bear fence, about
$15-30,000/acre more. Then add annual costs of 750 hours of labor/acre, another SlG.15,(X)O per year
every year plus fertilizer and chemicals. Add a tractor and spraying equipment, another SzGGO,OOO?
Yes, even small agriculture can have large expenses depending on the

operation. Bottom line: Growers
that produce income out of the ground, a renewable natural resource, deserve to have an agricultural
exemPtion. lf more support and encouragement went into promoting small agriculture in Montana, like
other states do, instead of trying to find out ways to inhibit them and reduce their potential contribution
to Montana's economy, then maybe attitudes should change.
Wine tasting events:
Another issue dealing with the MT wine industry is being able to sell bottles of wine at wine tasting
events. Montana wineries can get only 10 special permits ,or wine tasting events per year. The problem
is if a customer likes the wine they taste the winery is not allowed selling them a bottle.

North Dakota and several other states allow bottle sales (sealed containers) at special permit events.
Bob Thaden with Tongue River winery cannot remember the number of times that he,s done a
presentation about Montana wines, then shared samples and sold wine by the glass to participants, who

had similar
then ask if they have wine with them lN BoTTLE that they can buy. other wineries have
Montana's
experiences, Allowing wineries to sell wine lN BoTTLE at special events helps to broaden
to retailers
reputation and gather new customerc. This in turn makes Montana wineries more attractive
and distributors. A couple of notes about the ND law:

l.24specialpermitsareavailabletoeachwineryeachyear_inMontanaitisonlyl0.

2,

wine sales
Events sponsored by Pride of Dakota (their version of Made in Montana) allow

by the bottle and do NOT count toward their special permit

limit'

3.Specialpermitscanbeapprovedforvirtuallyanyoff-sitesale,includingFarme/smarkets'
As it stands
Encouragement of Montana's fledgling wine industry will pay large dividends in the future!

now,manyobstaclesimpedethedevelopmentofahomegrownwineindustryjustaswerealizethat
grapes in the world.
Montana,s climate is conducive to growing the highest quality cold hardy

we need to realize the potentialfor a vibrant, world class wine industry in Montana,
take steps to encourage fruit production to meet the demand to achieve this'

yes world class, and
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Cold Hardy Wlne Grape Trials
ln Western Montana
Patrlcla Mcclynn, Ph.D., Montans State Unlverslly Exlenslon, Pl.
Larry Robertson, USDA Natural Re8ources ConEe,vatlon Servlce

lntroduction

Results

An expanded winc industry could
significantly add to Montana's $2.3 billion
tourist industry.

. Four res€arch plots
20t2.

European vinifera.g;apes had been tried in
Montana without sriccess. These gIEr
varieties require vcry mild winters and 34,000 GDD (gro\iing degree days).
Mo[tana averages 1,600-2,200 GDD and
dips below zero in the winter.

'
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Uni!€r5ity of Minne$la.that require only
2,{00 GDD and caq withstand 30 below

zeno..

.
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Field days and educational semina$ wer€
held in Jme 2013 and June 2014 for
Montana grape growers. Specialists from
North Dakota State University, University of
Minnesota and Comell University presented
infomation on wine making, vineyard
managemenl and lhe nuances of working
with the new hybrids.

.

June 20 I 5 the inaugural meeting of the
Montana Grape and winery Association was
held in Kalispell, MT. The association
consists ofthe original advisory members,
new growers and rrineries. It is a resource for
growers to obtain education and the ability
to puchas€ chemicals and containers at bulk
prices.

.

Cold lardy. hybrid .w!na lrapes have been
d€vElciped at Comell tjniv€rsity and the

,J_

Tlm Marlinson, Cornell Unlverslty
Extenslon Specialisl, provldes vineyard
management expertiae lor Monlana

.

growers.

Ten Spoon Winery in Missoul4 MT and
Tonguc River Winery in Miles City, MT
have had succcss growing the hybrid gapes
and producing award winning wincs
thcs€ varieties.

Methods

with

The hybrid qine grapes may be a high
valie. srnall acreage altemative crop for
agriculture proddcers facing increasing land
ard dcvelopment pressure.

.

were planted in May

An advisory panel ofgrape growers identified
challenges to the industry- The growers
pinpointed the need for Montana based rcsearch
to help farmers make decisions on new varieties
and vineyard manag€ment.

Conclusions
The cold hardy wine grapes in the trials
wcre successful in many locations around

Montana.
The fomation of the Montana Grape and
Winory Association has provided an
organized method for establishing res€arch
priorilies and educational opponunities for
new vineyard and winery owners. -ln its 4th
year now it is a networking resource for
growers and wineries and an ally bringing
together national experts in Montana to
help grow our industry.

'Ihe Montana State University Westem
Agriculture Exp€rimcnt station was
reopened, with a horticulture research
focus, in gr€at part due to the effods of
local grap€ growers.
Montaoa has b€en featured in numerous
wine websites, magazines, newspaper
adicles and television news programs!
highlighting the burgeoning ncw wine
industry.

h(prl^/vwv rcnt8n5qrtp€andwino corYv
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McGlynn, Montana State University Extension
agent wrote and received two gra,ls to conduct
research outlined by the advisory 8roup,

Less than 20 vineyards were in Montana
preceding the research and in 2017 ther€ ar€
over 50.

collected data and conducted evaluations.

.

.
Gfob.b trl.l3 establlahed ln 2o't2

Harlene Hatterman-Valenti, Ph.D., North Datota
State Univenity high value crop specialist, was
hired as a consultant for the project.
Roberlson, USDA NRCS, &ssist€d with
vineyard managemert and in gap€ variety and
collaborator selections.

.

Montana grape growers donated hybrid
gap€s to the ne wly re -opened MSU Weste m
Ag Research ExperimeDt Station and ar€
developing new research pdorities related to
dcficit inigation studies and pathology.

t,
Funding
Montana Deparhnent of Agriculture and
United States Depanment of Agriculture
Sp€cialty Crop Block Grant programs

POSITIVE EFFECTS OF SMALL AGRICULTURE-SUMMARY I I.I5-I7
By Frank Mutch Finley Point, MT 406-887 -2377

Please take the time to read the attached paper as it contains a lot of background and
information that should be of interest to anyone directly engaged in Government and/or
Agriculture. It also should be of interest to the general public as we all depend on
Afoculture and take for granted the benefrts it provides, both to our very survival and to

the general economy.

Mainly because ofthe recent losses in tax revenue especially in Lake County, Montana
there has been and continues to be a direct attack of many segments of Small Agriculture
Sadly many segments of govemment think it is their job to fulfill every wish and demand
of the pubiic and the solution always seems to be more govemment spending Lake
County recently discovered that a number of tax payers were underpaying real estate
taxes because the Montana Department of Revenue, DOR, had missed updating some
valuations. Also, both County and DOR officials have been very upset over the number
of lake property owners who have planted orchards and vineyards and have qualified for
agriculture classification. Many misunderstandings and even lies are circulating about
this practice, but the net result has been and continues to be an all out attack on this
segment of small agriculture. DOR has led this attack by writing legislation and
changing administrative rules, and the legislature in the recent past, has allowed it to
happen. During the last legislative session 4 bills were introduced to effectively kill
Sm;ll Ag but they failed. Now a study bill HJ22 is in progress which is clearly intended
to bring new life to this effort.
The attached paper proves in great detail that Small Ag. is very beneficial in every way it
can be measured. It provides quality products close to the consumer as has been
promoted and touted by virtually everyone, govemment, non profit, and private. The
Montana Constitution, many laws, local zoning and right to farm regulations, and the
platforms ofboth political parties strongly support and encourage agriculture ofall kinds
and levels.

Small orchards and vineyards generate primary dollars by nurturing and providing natural
resource products, and dollars are 'recycled' many times in the local economy which
significantty strengthens and increases the tax base. Revenue and taxes from natural
resources continues to dwindle in Montana, and major segments ofthe economy now
consist ofgovemment and service jobs. Agriculture provides real and essential products.
Agriculture is good for the environment, it provides and protects open space, is a
wholesome and healthy vocation, and is even used for physical and mental rehab.
The Legislature is to be commended for cutting spending during the November, 2017.
is our hope and strong recommendation that the Legislative Branch of Government
continues to take charge oftaxing and spending as it is uniquely able to see the big
picture and to represent the people.

It

POSITIVE EFFECTS OF SMALL AGRICULTURE
By Frank Mutch, Finley Point, MT 59860 1 1-8- 17
BACKGROLTND AND CONCERNS
Some people think that having a small orchard, vineyard, truck garden, etc with
agricultural tax classification is, somehow, unfair and want to change these laws'
Many public offrcials seem to support this view and think this causes revenue
problems for govemment. They have openly criticized people who have small
orchards or vineyards and thus contribute to the misunderstandings and resentment'

ln Lake county, Montana the local tax revenues have been severely reduced by recent
transfers of private property to the Tribes, thus eliminating millions of dollars. The
tend toward eliminating non-tribal ownership of land, unceriainty about the futu].e
supply ofcheap and adequate water to private land and municipalities along with
just
reduced property values, caused, in part by the above actions and uncertainties,
make it worse. So, in a very short sighted approach, small agriculture, especially
orchards and vineyards on high value property such as waterfronts, has clearly
become a target. The Montana Department of Revenue, DOR is leading this attack
and it is clear that local officials, including County Commissioners, State Legislators,
and State Senators support this effort. Small agriculture is not the cause nor is it the
problem. A more informed and long range view should conclude that small
agriculture is really part of the solution, and that a strong agricultural industry ofall
sizes strengthens the economy and helps to increase tax revenues in the long run'
Waterfront property is still being assessed unrealistically far above the real market
value. Short sales and repossessions are not considered the DOR according to their
own unique rules, however real values are based on all sales and the action in lake
property is still focused on the "screaming deals". Average folks, mostly Montanans,
are doing whatever they can to hold on to their places including establishing orchards,
vineyards, small home based businesses, rentals and so on. In 2016 the DOR changed
some rules for small agriculture including eliminating the 5 year grace period to
establish an orchard. This effectively eliminates the economic incentive for new
orchards, is very short sighted, and will, in the long run, adversely effect agriculture,
the overall economy and tax base. This seems to favor the wealthy, and mriny whom
are out of state owners who can afford to wait 5 years or meet what ever other new
rules are written. This will result and is already resulting in the highest value
properties getting or keeping agriculture classifications. Instead of targeting the
wealthy it will severely restrict, even eliminate, small, middle class agriculture.
Middle class Montanans will give up and often have to sell out. The current trend in
lakeshore property is for wealthy buyers to consolidate, establish, continue, or expand
agricultural activities mainly for the tax advantages.
Legislators are too busy to examine the underlying goals of State Agencies, such as
the DOR and are usually told these new rules or laws are "just housekeeping" when

the real reasons are otherwise. In the 2017 session, DoR with the complicity of the
leader ofthe Republican Party and other so called Republicans used a shot gun
approach to kill small ag. in the form of 5 bills. Fortunately none of these became
law. Such measures included mandating minimum acreage requirements, eliminating
farmstead agriculture classifications for ALL Montana farms and ranches, increasing
income requirements and arbitrarily applying different standards than the IRS uses for
income, making new restrictions retroactive, and so on. Clearly this was and
continues to be an all out war to destroy small agriculture which will also estrict/harm

all agriculture in Montana.
Now, we have House Joint Resolution 22 to contend with. It too was written by the
DOR and introduced by the then State Republican Chairman. You know, the party
that "stands for" small government, small business, agriculture, responsible natural
resource development, and so on. I have written a separate paper on this bill, but
suffrce it to say that it is clearly wriUen to justifr the destruction of small ag. and even
extends to medium ag. from 20 to 160 acres. This DoR effort is never ending and the
Republican majority state legislature goes along with it. To try and have its way, the
DOR employs lies, class eNT, neighborhood jealousy, govemment greed, anti
business bias and similar classic tactics used by radical socialists..
Govemment at all levels, non profits, associations, medi4 education and all segments
of society constantly tout all the benefits of agriculture, both economic and social.
How is it that this attack continues and even grows? High social and environmental
value is placed on open land and agriculture, but, in realiry, more sub divisions and
development will provide the increased revenue that govemment is addicted to'

one of the purposes of this paper is to promote small agriculture, especially orchards,
gardens and vineyards and illustrate the many positive effects ofthese small
businesses

My wife, Mary, and I have worked hard in our orchard for over 4 years and have
invested significant time and money-mostly spent locally. We met and exceeded all
the DOR requirements that applied when we started. Sadly, it is clear that DOR is
trying everything it can do to eliminate an activity such as ours by imposing ever
more restrictive rules and regulations and making them retroactive so even if we
invest more money and work to comply with the latest versions, there is no guarantee
that we can continue to stay in agriculture. Everyone we have talked to with both
large and small orchards on the lake say that without ag. classification, they could not
stay in this business. Is that your real goal, DOR, County, and State Legislature? We,
and everyone we know who is associated with or benefits from such agricultural
activities, are convinced that the economic and other benefits ofthese businesses-and
they are businesses-far outweigh the wrongly perceived "damages" to the tax base,
and that doing this has significant negative impacts on the economy which the DOR
and others have ignored. As word and information about this issue gets out, more and
more voters, agencies, and associations, are supporting our views.

SOME FACTS AND POSITIVE EFFECTS: (AND THERE ARE MORE).
Agriculture is the number one industry in Montana, a major one in Lake County
and has always been protected, promoted, respected, and encouraged as reflected
in national, state, and local laws and regulations, including the Montana
Constitution, zoning regulations, and so on.. Food, shelter, water, and fuel are
basic human needs and have always been protected, even subsidized, by
govemment for the common good. These protections help other businesses such
as food markets, and benefit society by reducing costs and increasing availability.
2. Article XII Section 1 of the Montana Constitution says, "The legislature
shall...enact laws and provide appropriations to protect, enhance, and develop all
agriculture" It says ALL agriculture. MCA 72-6-901 (1) Right to Farm and
Ranch says, "The legislature finds that agricultural lands and the ability and right
of farmers and ranchers to produce a safe, abundant, and secure food and fiber
supply have been the basis of economic growth and development ofall sectors of
Montana's economy. In order to sustain Montana's valuable farm economy and
land bases associated with it, farmers and ranchers must be encouraged and have
the right to stay in farming."
3. "Buy local" is a popular and logical program, especially for food products.
Natural, organic, non GMO and similar products are popular with a broad
spectrum ofpeople. Many local co-ops, farmers markets, and small stores depend
on these products.
4. These are significant business investments in work, time and money. Even for a
small orchard./vineyard./etc. it costs multiple thousands of dollars and years of
effort. The costs per unit of production such as each tree are higher than for large
operations. Many ofthe costs are recurring for maintenance, supplies, and labor.
Virtually all of the money is spent locally. These are primary dollars gained from
the original production ofa product. These dollars recycle or multiply up to
seven times in the local economy and beyond, creating and sustaining such
businesses such as services, retail, construction, maintenance, medicai, legal, and
even government to name a few. That is why communities seek industries such
as manufacturing. They want these primary dollars. Compared to much of
manufacturing, agriculture is clean, natural, wholesome and is already here. It is
easy to see how much more tax revenue is generated-not lost- by encouraging
agriculture ofall sizes and types. Local orchard and vineyard products attract
tourists, thus supporting another major Montana industry. The significant
investment in time and money do not always offset the tax savings, but there are
far more benefits to individuals, govemment and society in protecting small
agriculture than only taxes.
5. Agriculture preserves and protects the rual character and culture of Lake,
Flathead, and virtually all Counties of Montana. Lower density development
outside towns is sustained, including green and open areas. Plants and trees
consume CO2. Many other positive environmental effects derive from

1.

agricultue. Noxious weeds are easily controlled, and dead, dying and diseased
timber is cleared which also helps reduce wild fires, a very serious threat on

6.

7.

8.

Finley Point and elsewhere.
Social benefits are significant. For many, this is a retirement enterprise which
requires hard work out-of-doors, engages the mind, and opens up new scopes of
interest, new friends, new knowledge, and broader networks. It just might keep
the old folks healthy, gainfully employed, and less ofa drag on society in general.
Small agriculture is less mechanized than big operations and provides much
needed entry level work. Young people can leam how to work and how hard
work can be, thus preserving well known and sought after Montana
characteri stic s.
It has been difficult and complicated to design new laws that would target

just

small orchards, say just on Flathead Lake, without it being clearly unlawful or
even unconstitutional. How would you just soak the rich lake property owners
and protect the middle or lower classes? That seems to be the current trend.
Anyway, what is America about? Property rights and freedom should still be
fundamental American values. It is hard to limit agricultural activities to any
extent or anywhere in Montana without harming lots of people, and reducing
business revenue, especially for small/family owned operations. If many of the
above restrictions are imposed it will just further protect the "rich" large property
owners. It might even be political suicide for career politicians.
9. Laws, rules, and practices of DOR prior to 2016 imposed strict requirements to
establish and maintain the agricultural classification for small orchards, vineyards
and truck gardens. For example, you cannotjustjam a bunch of sticks in the
ground and call it an orchard. This is a lie but is being repeated and even believed
by many in the hallowed halls of Helena. New agriculture activities requesting
reclassification were inspected by the DOR over many years and the rules were
known, were consistent and were enforced. These operations are also closely
regulated under existing laws to protect the environment, and to deal with pests
and diseases.
10. All locally grown food supplies are sustainable and greatly enhance the ability to
provide a local food supply in case ofnatural, or man caused disasters. Farmers
markets are great places to buy local products are fun to go to, and help bind
society together.
1 1 . Small orchards are ideally suited for experimentation on new varieties/procedures
becausb oftheir scale and independence.
12. The Party Platforms of Montana Democrats and Republicans clearly support all
agriculture, small farms, and small businesses. This should cause all elected
offrcials, state and local to actively be on board. It is clearly evident that
govemment is not consistent in its goals and practices.

IF IT WORKS, DON'T FIX IT
For all the above reasons, and more, what we had prior to 2016 was working, was
fair, was legal, and was notjust a "free ride" for the elite. Taking away the tax

benefits of agricultural classification would do more harm than good and is almost
impossible to do in a fair and equitable way. Taking away the five year grace period,
arbitrarily increasing the required acreage now or in the future, redefining gross
income, not grandfathering, applying rules retroactively, and other limits being
imposed on other small agriculture takes away the economic viability and will
severely harm or even eliminate most ofthese enterprises. This trend to limit and
control through tax and revenue measures could easily extend to larger agricultural
businesses. These seem to be goals of the DOR and the politicians who support such
measures. Last, but not least, this hurts many people both in agriculture and the many
associated businesses of Montanans. Do not pass any bills that would harm or restrict
agriculture ofany size. Let's take another look at the changes in Administrative Rules
the DOR pushed through in 2016 and go back to the original regulations. Please
protect small agriculture.

Many ofus who have invested so much in these businesses share the goal of insuring
that only serious operators get the agriculture classification. DOR local agents have
done a good job of checking us and the old rules were fair and effective. We would
happily assist in supporting this goal and would willingly work with DOR to resolve
these issues in a positive and cooperative way. Suggested guidelines to deal with this
basic issue are outlined in another paper that is being prepared.
Please contact me or other small agriculture operators/ owners ifyou have any
questions, or concems. Tel: 406-887-2377 or email us back. Most importantly,

if you

agree, please feel free to distribute this paper or similar ideas through your network as
well as contacting elected officials at local, county, and state levels. It is most
important to contact State Senators and Representatives now as in reality, State

Agencies and the Legislature are always active.
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